Element shape biases the perceived direction in ambiguous apparent motion displays. Likewise, the direction of motion influences the perception of ambiguous elements' shapes. A recent framework that suggests common spatial representations for perception and action predicts that actions should also influence the perceived direction of motion in ambiguous displays. In four experiments the perceived direction of an ambiguous display was shown to be primed by different types of invisible actions. An investigation of several aspects of action processing (like the type and direction of the hand movement or direction of the cue for the hand movement) showed that priming only occurred if the goal of the action and the motion display shared a common cognitive dimension. When that common dimension is given, planning an action is sufficient for motion priming.
Visual motion priming by invisible hand movements
When presented with a rapid series of still images showing discrete instances of a moving object, our visual system interpolates the path of the object and perceives an object in continuous motion (see, e.g. Yantis, 1995) . The illusion of continuous motion in temporally fragmented images is called apparent motion; motion pictures, television and animated neon signs rely on it. A prerequisite for apparent motion perception is the detection of correspondence between elements across successive frames. Correspondence detection is easy, if there is only one element and if its location is shifted only slightly. However, correspondence detection can become ambiguous if there are several elements and if one of these elements is shifted not to a nearby location, but rather to a location that is equidistant with respect to the location of a different element in the previous frame. Despite the ambiguity of element correspondence, the perceived motion is at any point in time unambiguous and stable. The direction of the perceived motion, however, is unpredictable and may reverse abruptly from time to time.
In addition to having a long tradition going back to the Gestalt psychologists, the seminal work by Ramachandran and Anstis (1983) motivated intense effort to explore the mechanisms by which the visual system constructs continuous motion from a series of still images. Ambiguous motion displays played an important role in apparent motion research because varying element properties and measuring the perceived direction or motion path yielded insights into the stimulus dependent mechanisms of motion perception. In part, apparent motion processes seem to be 'low-level' and stimulus driven (see, e.g. Werkhoven, Sperling & Chubb, 1993 . Evidence is accumulating, however, that it is mediated by attention (Cavanagh, 1992) and that motion capture may be better conceived as a 'high-level' process involving active attention (Culham & Cavanagh, 1994) . Recent research has provided further evidence for an influence of 'high-level' cognition on motion perception. It has been shown that element shape can bias the perceived direction in ambiguous apparent motion displays (McBeath, Morikawa & Kaiser, 1992) . Using an ambiguous shape (duck-rabbit), they also showed that it is not element shape per se that influences the perceived direction of motion, but its cognitively specified forward-facing attribute. The rela-tion between perceived direction and facing is reciprocal, because the direction of motion also influences the perception of ambiguous shapes (Bernstein & Cooper, 1997) .
If the 'high-level', attention-based explanation of motion perception is correct, one should also expect that voluntary actions influence motion perception. Preliminary evidence for a motor priming of visual motion perception was presented by Ishimura and Shimojo (1994) and Ishimura (1995) . They found that the perceived motion direction of several ambiguous motion displays (Ternus display, barber pole stripe, squarewave and sinusoidal gratings) was biased by the direction of the observers' hand movements.
This intriguing phenomenon, called 'action capture', demonstrates that motor actions affect visual motion perception directly or via attentional mechanisms. The aim of the present work was to collect data that might identify the level of action processing that is responsible for action capture.
1 The present experiments also constitute a new methodological approach of investigating motion perception and its relation to action, and they may lead to a better understanding of the relation between perception and action in general.
General method
The experimental technique used throughout all experiments is shown in Fig. 1 . The apparatus was an Amiga 2000B computer with a 14'' monitor (736× 566 pixels, 50 frames per second). We used a circular motion display in order to reduce the possibility of tracking eye movements. In the experiments reported here, we did not register the observers' eye movements. However, control experiments in our lab showed the same effects when controlling fixation with an eye-tracker. The initial frame of each trial showed six white disks (diameter 0.73°) on a black background, located equidistantly from one another on the rim of an imaginary circle (diameter 5.95°) with a fixation cross (0.73°) in its center. An arrow attached either to the left or to the right of the cross (or also either above or below the cross in the second condition of experiments 2, 3, and 4) cued the direction of the observer's hand movement, which was either a rotation of a knob (diameter 5.7 cm) in experiment 1 or pressing and holding down one of two keys of a keypad (key-to-key distance 5.5 cm) in the remaining experiments. The knob was grasped with the finger tips of the right hand and it was operated by a combination of finger and wrist movement. The keypad was operated with the index and ring finger of the right hand which (if not pushing or holding down the keys) were positioned above the two keys, respectively. When the knob was turned in the cued direction or when the cued button was held down for at least 280 ms, the cue disappeared, and the display was set into motion. Consecutive frames were shifted clockwise (CW) with a frame rate of 6.25 Hz (0 ms inter-frame interval) by a constant angle h that was drawn randomly from a selection of nine values (20°, 24°, 27°, 29°, 30°, 31°, 33°, 36°and 40°) for each trial. Note that any CW angular shift h can also be conceived as a counterclockwise (CCW) shift h% with opposite phase (h%= 60°− h, see Fig. 1 ). While still performing the movement, observers had to report the perceived motion direction by pushing either a left (for CCW) or right (for CW) key of another keypad with their left hand. After pushing one of the keys, the display turned black for 800 ms until the next trial started.
Observers watched the display through a conic rectangular tube (55 cm long), which was attached to the monitor. The tube ended in a 19.0 by 18.0 cm opening in contact with the monitor surface. Observers' eyes looked through small circular apertures (diameter 4.5 cm). The tube held the viewing distance constant and at the same time prevented the observers from seeing their hands.
Each observer took part in only one session. One experimental session consisted of one practice block and ten experimental blocks, with 18 trials each (nine angular shifts × two cued hand movement directions). Each experiment had 10 observers, five in each of two conditions. Each observer only took part in one condition of one experiment. Observers were students at the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Mü nchen or staff from the Max-Planck-Institute for Psychological Research, Munich. All were right handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Fig. 1 . Experimental technique. The initial frame of each trial showed a circular arrangement of six white disks (here drawn in black), a fixation cross, and an arrow attached to the cross. The arrow cued the direction of the observer's hand movement. After performing the cued movement for at least 280 ms, the display was shifted clockwise (CW) about a constant angle h, resulting in a new angular position as depicted by the gray disks. The display kept on shifting repeatedly about h, and the observer reported the perceived motion direction by pressing a right (CW) versus left (CCW) button. Note that a CW shift with the angular amount h could also be conceived as a CCW shift with the angular amount 60°−h. depict data obtained with CCW, with CW hand movements. The left panel shows data from the first condition in which rotational hand movements were performed parallel to the picture plane. The right panel shows data from the second condition, in which rotational hand movements were perpendicular to the picture plane. A significant relative shift of the threshold functions for the two hand movement directions was only observed in the first condition.
Experiment 1
The aim of the first experiment was to establish a priming of circular visual motion by unseen hand movements. A potential priming effect should be strongest with optimal correspondence of stimulus and hand movement patterns. Thus, in condition 1 observers had to turn a knob about an axis perpendicular to the picture plane, that is, they performed rotational hand movements parallel to the rotational movement of the display. In this condition movement types and spatial dimensions were in correspondence. In condition 2, observers also turned a knob in the cued direction. However, the knob was fixed about a vertical axis, that is, rotational hand movements were perpendicular to the picture plane. Thus in the second condition only the type of the hand movement corresponded to stimulus motion, whereas spatial dimension did not.
Results and discussion
For each observer, the relative frequency of CCW motion perception was measured for each angular shift and for each hand movement direction. The relative frequencies were treated as p-scores to establish two threshold functions for each subject: one for CW and one for CCW hand movements. Average threshold functions for both movement directions and both experimental conditions are shown in Fig. 2 . Next, p-scores were converted to z-scores. Using regression analysis, we calculated the mean and standard deviation (that is, the horizontal position and slope) of the threshold functions of each subject. If there is an influence of hand movement direction on perceived motion direction, one should expect that threshold functions are shifted laterally with respect to each other.
When performing hand rotations parallel to the picture plane, the threshold functions were significantly biased in favor of the direction of the hand movement, t(4)= 5.14, PB0.005. The average mean of the subjects' threshold functions for CCW hand movements was 28.21°9 0.52°(for 95% confidence limits) as opposed to 31.20°9 0.82°for CW hand movements. In other words, the angular shift at which observers reported CW and CCW motion direction with equal probability, was biased in the direction of the hand movement. The motion bias determined by the average difference of the means of the threshold functions was 2.99°9 1.14°.
Although, there was also a slight numerical difference between threshold functions in the second condition (29.00°91.25°for CCW versus 29.71°9 1.56°for CW hand movements, motion bias 0.71°9 2.47°), this difference was not significant, t(4) =0.56, ns. In both conditions threshold functions were parallel (i.e. slopes did not differ), t(4)= 0.24, ns, and t(4) = 0.93, ns, respectively.
The results demonstrate that unseen rotational hand movements can prime rotational visual motion. We found a substantial priming effect of hand movements on the perceived direction of apparent motion, but only in the case of optimal spatial correspondence, i.e. if hands and display rotate about parallel axes. At the same time we can exclude that the priming effect could have been simply caused by the movement cues presented prior to each trial. The arrow cues were identical in both conditions; significant priming, however, only occurred for the first condition. These findings are in keeping with our recent results on mental object rotation (Wohlschläger & Wohlschläger, 1998) . We found an interference of rotational hand movements with mental object rotation, but only if the axes of rotation were parallel to one another.
Experiment 2
Having shown in experiment 1 that spatial correspondence of hand movement and motion display is necessary for action capture, we investigated in experiment 2, whether the correspondence of movement type is also a necessary condition for visual motion priming. As an alternative movement type, we chose one of the simplest motor acts -pushing a button. The knob was replaced by a two-key pad. In condition 1 observers had to push and hold a left versus right key, according to the same arrow cues as in experiment 1 (horizontal dimension). In the second condition, observers had to push and hold an upper versus lower button (vertical dimension), again according to the arrow cue which was now presented above versus below the fixation cross.
A significant motion bias (see Fig. 3 for a summary of results of experiments 1-4) was also observed for left versus right key-presses, with 'left' leading to more frequent CCW and 'right' to more frequent CW motion perception. No such bias was observed, however, when observers had to push an upper versus lower button. Motion priming by actions is obviously not restricted to rotational hand movements; but, as in experiment 1, the spatial relation between motor act and motion display seems to be crucial. There is good reason to presume a strong cognitive association between 'left' and CCW (or 'right' and CW). We asked eight naive subjects to turn a knob to the right and eight other naive subjects to turn a knob to the left. All eight subjects of the first group turned the knob CW, whereas all eight subjects of the second group turned it CCW. The probability that this would happen by chance is P= 2 − 16 B 0.0001. This association might be based on cultural or educational factors (e.g. steering a car) or on experience with things rolling around. Objects that roll to the right spin CW and those rolling to the left spin CCW. Notably, no motion priming was observed with pushing upper versus lower buttons, probably because there is no such obvious cognitive relation between the vertical dimension and rotational motion. Asking another eight naive subjects to turn a knob up, five of them turned it CW and three CCW. Similarly, four out of another group of eight naive subjects turned a knob CW when asked to turn it down. Fig. 3 . Summary of results of experiments 1-4. The right column shows the results in terms of motion bias ( 9 95% confidence limit) observed under the various experiments and conditions. Motion bias is calculated as the difference between the means of the threshold functions. Note that in experiment 4 pushing a button was initially merely planned, and only executed after the observers had come to a perceptual decision. For details see text.
Experiment 3
In condition 1 of experiment 2, both cue dimension and keypad dimension were horizontally oriented; and both dimensions were vertically oriented in condition 2. This leaves open the question as to whether cue or keypad orientation was critical for the observed motion bias. Experiment 3 tackles this question by using orthogonal dimensions for the cues and the key-pads. In condition 1 of experiment 3, horizontal cues were combined with vertical responses. Observers had to push and hold an upper/lower key when a left/right cue appeared. In the second condition, cues were located along the vertical dimension, whereas the key-pad was oriented horizontally.
Significant motion priming was only found in condition 1 (see Fig. 3 ). No motion priming was found with left -right responses when combined with vertical cues. In other words, when the vertical response dimension was cognitively (here by instruction) associated with the horizontal dimension (the cue dimension), the same motion priming effect occurred as in condition 1 of experiment 2, in which both cues and key-pad were arranged horizontally.
2 In contrast, here no motion priming occurred with horizontally oriented response locations because they were associated with the vertical cue dimension in experiment 3. Cue dimension seems to be the crucial factor for the observed motion bias.
3 In addition, this finding excludes the possibility that the results of experiment 2 are due to a motor -motor-interaction of the right and left (response-) hand, that were both pressing keys on a keypad. Whereas in condition 2 of experiment 2 motion priming was not observed with an orthogonal arrangement of the keypads, it was observed with an orthogonal arrangement in condition 1 of experiment 3. 
Experiment 4
Experiment 4 investigated whether the simultaneous execution of a hand movement is necessary for visual motion priming or whether movement preparation is sufficient. We replicated experiment 2, but instead of executing the hand movements prior to and during the stimulus presentation, observers had to plan the execution of their movements and perform the movements after they had reported the perceived direction of visual motion. We added a central key to the movement keypad. This key was operated by the middle finger of the right hand. Following the presentation of the cue (for the planned movement), now this central key had to be pushed and held down for at least 280 ms in order to set the display into motion.
Results were in keeping with those of experiment 2. Perceived motion direction was biased only if the relevant cognitive dimension was horizontal, although hand movements were just planned in both conditions. 
General discussion
The experiments reported here demonstrated the existence of action capture of apparent motion and investigated the necessary conditions for visual motion priming by actions. Motion priming is clearly observed when visual motion display and hand movements are in optimal correspondence. However, motion priming is not restricted to these optimal conditions. It also occurs, if action and display at least share a common, cognitively specified dimension. In particular, this common dimension does not necessarily have to be the dimension of the hand movement. If the dimension of the cue for the hand movement is orthogonal to the dimension of the hand movement, then it is the cue dimension that counts. The latter finding pleads for the use of the term 'action capture' or 'priming by actions' instead of 'priming by hand movements' because actions -as opposed to movements -can have goals that are quite arbitrarily related to the motor-part of the action.
Based on the present results, we can conclude that a common dimension between action and apparent motion display is the minimum necessary condition for action capture to occur. Furthermore, we can conclude that if this condition is met, planning the action is sufficient. However, it remains an open question as to how action information (or action codes) is mediated to visual-perceptual processes. The finding that action planning is sufficient for visual motion priming excludes cross-modal information flow from kinesthetic to visual modalities as one possible explanation. Considering that the existence of action capture is determined by the 2 Recently, a similar pattern of results was obtained in the field of stimulus-response compatibility. Lippa (1996) showed that compatibility effects do not arise at the level of common sensory features of stimulus and response dimensions, but rather at the level of cognitive representations of stimulus events and actions.
3 It must be noted here that a control experiment showed no influence if the cue stimuli had to be responded to with the pressing of a single, central key rather than with a two-button choice response. The motion bias was 0.68°91.45°, t(4)= 0.92, ns. 4 In addition, basically the same results were found when observers had to give a verbal response instead of pressing keys with the left hand.
cognitively specified association between cue and motor movement, a direct 'motor-to-visual' information flow seems implausible. It is more likely that actions capture apparent motion via goal-directed attentional mechanisms. Recent research shows that top-down control almost always plays a critical role in attentional capture (Egeth & Yantis, 1997) , and that attention is probably object-and action-centered rather than location-based (Tipper, Brehaut & Driver, 1990; Tipper, 1992; Tipper, Lortie & Baylis, 1992; Yantis, 1992) . Recently discovered visuomotor neurons in the ventral premotor cortex might be the neurophysiological substrate of objectand action-centered attentional mechanisms (Murata, Fadiga, Fogassi, Gallese, Raos & Rizzolatti, 1997) .
Another way of understanding the interaction between action and perception observed in the experiments reported here is the common-coding approach, recently provided by Prinz (1997) . Picking up an old idea by Lotze (1852) and James (1890) , the commoncoding approach provides an elegant theoretical integration of object perception and action control. It suggests a common representational medium for actions and perceived events. Within this medium, actions are coded by their (potentially perceivable) effects. These action codes are of the very same nature as perceptual codes, but they play an anticipatory role in the planning and execution of motor movements. Since perception and anticipated action effects share the same codes, the common-coding approach not only predicts that perceived events induce compatible actions (as observed in spatial compatibility tasks, see Hommel, 1997) , but also that actions (even if they are just intended) modulate perceptual processing. The fact that correspondence to cue-dimension (and not to keypad dimension) was found to be crucial for the observed motion bias as well as the fact that action-planning was sufficient for the motion bias to occur is in line with the notion that action-plans and perceived events share a common representational medium.
